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Sensitive detection of infrared photons using a high-Q microcantilever�
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Abstract: A new approach based on microcantilevers is presented to detect infrared photons with high sensitivity.
Infrared photons are measured by monitoring the amplitude change of a vibrating microcantilever under light pres-
sure force. The irradiating light is modulated into sinusoidal and pulsed waves, and to be in-phase and anti-phase
with the cantilever driving signal. A linear relationship between the amplitude change of the cantilever and the light
power distributing on the cantilever was observed. Under a vacuum of 10�4 Pa, an infrared light power of 7.4 nW
was detected with the cantilever. The in-phase and anti-phase modulation to the cantilever vibration using a pulsed
light results in an enhanced response of the cantilever.
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1. Introduction

Photon detectors are used to sense the photon illumina-
tion based on the quantum effect of light. Now, infrared pho-
ton detectors have attracted extensive attention due to their
distinguishing properties and versatile applications. The near-
infrared (1310 nm and 1550 nm) are suitable for the remote
optical fiber communication due to their low loss. The mid-
infrared (3–5�m) and the far-infrared (8–14�m) are often em-
ployed to trace military objectives benefiting from the low loss
in atmosphere. Moreover, infrared photon detectors are also re-
quired for applications such as thermal imaging, gas analysis
for pollutant detection and numerous other applicationsŒ1�.

Well-developed photon detectors, such as photomultiplier
tubes (PMTs) and silicon avalanche photon diodes (Si-APDs),
can not work at the infrared light range (> 1300 nm) despite
their promising performances: such as large gain, fast response,
low noise and high quantum efficiencyŒ2; 3�. InAsSb/GaSb het-
erojunction photon detectors and InGaAs photon detectors
have extended their spectra response up to the mid-infrared
range (3–5 �m) at room temperatureŒ1; 4�. The spectral re-
sponse of photon detectors based on superconductors, quantum
dots, quantum wells and super-lattices can even reach the far-
infrared rangeŒ5�9�. Nevertheless, these photon detectors are
made of expensive materials like niobium nitride and III–V
group compounds, usually require complex fabrication pro-
cesses and demand the low working temperatures.

Infrared photon detectors using microcantilevers pro-
vide a new alternative for detecting photons from the near-
infrared to the far-infrared at room temperature. Two types
of microcantilever-based infrared detectors have been re-
portedŒ10; 11�. Thermal detectors based on the photothermal

effect have a broadband response and a detection accuracy
of 10�10 W at room temperature but slow response (>ms).
Photon detectors with a metal-semiconductor microcantilever
structure utilize photon-induced electron stress and can work at
room temperature with a high detection accuracy of 1 nW and
fast response (<ms). However, the stress matching between
the different structural layers is crucial since they are stress-
sensitive elements and the photothermal effect should be min-
imized.

Above all, a new routine for infrared photon detection
with high sensitivity and reliability at room temperature is in
demand for extensive applications. Recently, we introduced
a new infrared photon detection principle using a microcan-
tilever as the sensing element to achieve a nanowatt detection
accuracy at room temperatureŒ12�. Now, this method is exper-
imentally demonstrated here and a minimum light power of
7.4 nW is detected.

2. Experimental details

The cantilever fabrication process was introduced in de-
tail in Ref. [12]. The cantilever fabrication process begins with
h100i oriented silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers with a top sil-
icon layer thickness of about 225 nm. The thickness of the can-
tilever is controlled by thermal oxidation of the SOI wafer. The
cantilever is defined by reactive ion etching (RIE) on an SOI
wafer using the photoresist as mask. The second photoresist
mask is fabricated on the front side of the wafer for the final
cantilever release. Subsequently a thick oxide layer is produced
on the backside of the SOI wafer and is patterned to prepare the
mask for deep anisotropic etching of the Si substrate. Finally
the cantilever is released by anisotropic and isotropic etching
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Fig. 1. SEM image of the single crystal silicon cantilever.

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic diagram of infrared photon detection system
based on a microcantilever. (b) Image of experimental setup.

of Si from the front side of the wafer. Figure 1 is the SEM
image of the fabricated single crystal silicon cantilever with a
thickness of 116 nm to achieve high reflectivity for the infrared
light under investigation.

The detailed measurement scheme and setup are given in
Fig. 2. A single crystal silicon cantilever is employed as the
sensing element and actuated to vibrate at its resonant fre-
quency by a PZT under a vacuum of 10�4 Pa. The infrared

light from an infrared source is modulated into a sinusoidal and
pulsed wave, to be in-phase or anti-phase with cantilever driv-
ing signal, and irradiates on the cantilever through the optical
window of the chamber. The infrared source can output the
light power between 0 and 3.4 mW. The displacement change
of the vibrating cantilever induced by the light pressure is mon-
itored by the laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) and the LDV
(MSA-500) from Polytec has the resolution of 7 pm for dis-
placement detection, which is good enough to meet the mea-
surement requirements of this work.

3. Theoretical analysis

Considering the microcantilever as a damped harmonic os-
cillator, the equation of motion is

m
d2x

dt2
C .m!0=Q/

dx

dt
C m!2

0x D Fdrive C Fphoton; (1)

where x is the displacement of the cantilever free end, m is
the cantilever effective mass, Q and !0 are the quality fac-
tor and resonance angular frequency of the cantilever, respec-
tively; Fdrive is the driving force provided by PZT, and Fphoton
is the light pressure force acting on the cantileverŒ12�.

Fphoton D
2P

c
R cos˛; (2)

where P is the light power irradiated on the cantilever, R is
the reflectivity which will be up to 0.85 when the cantilever
thickness is about (2n�1)�/4nSi with n a positive integer and
nSi the refractive index of siliconŒ13�, ˛ is the light incidence
angle, and c is the light velocity. When the signal genera-
tor outputs a sinusoidal signal, the cantilever driving force is
Fdrive D FD cos .!0t / with FD the amplitude, and the light
power irradiated on the cantilever is calculated as

P D P0 cos
�
!0t C 'p

�
C Pc; (3)

where P0 is the amplitude of the light power, 'p is the initial
phase and Pc is a constant light power. Inserting Eq. (3) into
Eq. (2), the light pressure acting on the cantilever can be com-
puted as

Fphoton D
2R cos˛

c

�
P0 cos

�
!0t C 'p

�
C Pc

�
D FP cos

�
!0t C 'p

�
C Fc; (4)

where FP is the amplitude of the light pressure and Fc is con-
stant force. With the initial conditions: for t D 0, x D 0, the
velocity dx=dt D 0 as well asFdrive D 0 andFphoton D 0, Equa-
tion (1) can be solved as

x .t/ D
FDQ

m!2
0

sin .!0t / C
FPQ

m!2
0

sin
�
!0t C 'p

�
C

Fc

m!2
0

: (5)

Thus the amplitude of the microcantilever free end without
light irradiation is

A D
FDQ

m!2
0

D
FDQ

k
; (6)
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where k is the cantilever spring constant. The sinusoidal light
illumination results in a maximum displacement shift of the
microcantilever free end

�A D
FPQ

k
D

8P0QR cos˛

c

L3

EWH 3
; (7)

where E is the Young’s modulus of single crystal silicon, L,
W and H are length, width, and thickness of the cantilever, re-
spectively. �A can be obtained by monitoring the displace-
ment shift of the cantilever with or without Fphoton.

Infrared light with wavelength of 1547 nm was used in our
experiment. The core diameter of the optical fiber is 9 �m.
The light field has Gauss distribution. So the light intensity dis-
tributes in the transverse direction asŒ14�

I .r; z/ / exp
�

�
2r2

w2 .z/ C a2

�
; (8)

where r is the radial coordinate with the origin at the output
beam axis,w.z/ is the diameter of light spot with z the distance
for the cantilever apart from the optical fiber end, and a is the
optical mode radius. For a given distance z, w.z/ D w is a
constant. When the light illuminates on the cantilever free end,
the peak light power distributing on the cantilever P0 can be
computed from the peak infrared light power Psource:

P0 D
W

�L

1 � e�2L2=.w2Ca2/

1 � e�2w2.w2Ca2/
Psource: (9)

In this work, the diameter of the light spot w is 2.13 mm
and the optical mode radius a is often just several micron-
metersŒ14�, much smaller than w, so it can be neglected. For a
cantilever withL D 245�m,W D 4.56�m, andH D 116 nm,
P0 D 3.932 � 10�4Psource.

When a pulsed light illuminates the cantilever, Fphoton can
be expressed as

Fphoton D
4FP

�
sin .!0t /

C

1X
nD1

4FP

� .2n C 1/
sin Œ.2n C 1/ !0t � C Fc: (10)

Only the first item on the right side of Eq. (10) contributes
to the displacement amplitude shift. The maximum displace-
ment change of the cantilever caused by the pulsed light is

�A D
4FPQ

�k
D

32P0QR cos˛

�c

L3

EWH 3
: (11)

4. Results and discussion

The amplitude of microcantilever free end with (AL/ or
without a light pressure (A/were recorded. The amplitude shift
of the cantilever under a light pressure can be obtained �AM
D AL � A. The measured Q values are around 1600 under a
vacuum of 10�4 Pa, not so high as expected due to the sur-
face effect, more than one order of magnitude increase of the
Q value can be achieved by annealing at ultra high vacuum
(UHV)Œ15�. Figure 3 gives the light power P0 dependence of
�AM for a cantilever with L D 245 �m, W D 4.56 �m, and

Fig. 3. P0 dependence of �AM while Fdrive and Fphoton of sinusoidal
light are in-phase and anti-phase.

Fig. 4. P0 dependence of �AM while the pulsed Fdrive and Fphoton
are in-phase and anti-phase.

H D 116 nm when Fdrive and Fphoton of a sinusoidal light are
in-phase and anti-phase, respectively. Figure 4 depicts the rela-
tion between �AM and P0, when the pulsed incident light and
cantilever driving signal are in-phase or anti-phase.

As is shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the in-phase sinusoidal and
pulsed light enhance the cantilever displacement, and the am-
plitude shift �AM increases linearly with the light power. The
anti-phase sinusoidal and pulsed light attenuates the cantilever
vibration, and the vibration amplitude decreases linearly with
the light power. These experimental results �AM are close to
the corresponding theoretical values �AC. With the measured
Q values (around 1600), the detection sensitivity for in-phase
sinusoidal infrared light is estimated about 0.570 m/W, one
order of magnitude higher than the metal-semiconductor can-
tilever photon detector based on photon-induced electron stress
with a detection sensitivity 0.0527 m/WŒ11�. The anti-phase
light pressure leads to slightly higher sensitivity of 0.591 m/W.

A similar tendency was observed for pulsed light irradia-
tion, which causes a larger amplitude change and a better de-
tection sensitivity of 0.649 m/W due to the higher light in-
tensity and stronger interaction between the photons and the
cantilever, compared to the corresponding values for the si-
nusoidal light. Figure 5 compares the cantilever response to
the sinusoidal and pulsed light, and further indicates that the
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Fig. 5. P0 dependence of �AM. The “mark” denotes the measured
data, and the solid and dashed lines are the corresponding theoretical
data for the sinusoidal and pulsed light irradiation.

pulsed light could realize a better sensitivity. The minimum
detectable displacement of the laser Doppler vibrometer is less
than 7 pm, much smaller than the amplitude change of the lever
used here. Therefore, the photon detection sensitivity is mainly
determined by the performance of the cantilever, that is, the
quality factor and resonance frequency. For the cantilever with
aQ value of about 1600 at a vacuum level of 10�4 Pa, the min-
imum detectable power 7.4 nW of infrared light is achieved.

In this method, the minimum detectable power of infrared
light is mainly determined by the thermo-mechanical noise of
the microcantilever, as described in Ref. [12], the noise from
other components of the measurement setup are negligible.
Therefore, a high-end microcantilever with a high resonance
frequency, high Q and a small spring constant is critical for
the high-sensitive detection of infrared light.

5. Conclusions

A new infrared photon detection principle using a micro-
cantilever as the sensing element to achieve nanowatt detection
accuracy at room temperature is experimentally demonstrated
and a minimum light power of 7.4 nW is detected.

The infrared photon is measured by monitoring the ampli-
tude change of the cantilever under light pressure force. The
infrared light irradiation, which is either in-phase or anti-phase
to the cantilever driving force, leads to the displacement shift
of the lever being distinguished. This effect has been applied
to infrared light detection of high sensitivity. The pulsed light

irradiation slightly increases the cantilever response compared
to the sinusoidal light and thus improves the sensitivity of the
detector.

When the cantilever is annealed in UHV, the Q value of
the cantilever can reach 104 or even 105, thus the ultrahigh
detection sensitivity can be realized.
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